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Apoyo for scooter or motorcycle

Apoyo for scooter or motorcycle

Stay mobile anywhere
The Apoyo carrier system features a capacity of
150kg for transporting your scooter/motorcycle
on your travels.
Using a combination of solid and lightweight
materials has led to a system that not only
provides transportation, also keeps your
transportation safe.
The carrier can be removed from the vehicle in
just a few easy steps, for when it’s not needed.
Includes:
Loading Ramp, Handlebar Holding Kit, Wheel
Chocks, Securing Lashings and Vehicle Specific
Electrics Kit.

Optional Cover
Cover protection for 2 bikes
or single scooter.
(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)

150
Secure

kg

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

Holding kit for secure
transport.

Easy to use
Simply pull out the ramp support, snap the
ramp in place and you‘re done.

Cargo securing
Tie down your scooter using the 4 optional
eyelets to ensure a safe drive.

Anti-slip Coating
Ensures the wheels have
a good grip and everything
stays secure.
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Apoyo Elegancia for scooters, motorcycles & bicycles

Apoyo Elegancia for scooters, motorcycles & bicycles

The increase in design
The Apoyo Elegancia carrier offers mobility
wherever you are with a load capacity of 150kg.
The carrier consists of a combination of
elements made of steel, aluminium or plastic to
meet their specific task.

Optional Cover
Cover protection for 2 bikes
or single scooter.
(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)

Optimisation with regard to load capacity and
weight offers you a load capacity without much
intrinsic weight.
Includes:
Loading Ramp, Handlebar Holding Kit, Wheel
Chocks, Securing Lashings, Bicycle Holding
Arms and Vehicle Specific Electrics Kit.

Protective cover for bicycles
The rugged, cost-effective protective cover is
made of polyester fabric. It is available for 2
bicycles or 1 scooter.
The transparent pouch provides the best spot
for any required warning signs. Straps for
tightening are secured in the towing rings.

Secure
Holding kit for secure
transport.

Safety
Eyelets are a great
help for tying things
down.
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Looking for some
individuality?
A variety of taillights –
compatible with every
vehicle type.

150

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

kg

Secure
Holding claws for moving
and adjusting your bicycles.
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Carrier 110 M for lightweight scooters

Carrier 110 M for lightweight scooters

Durable on the go
The Carrier 110 can handle a load capacity of
110kg with ease. Its solid construction is truly
appreciated.

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

Mounting on the motorhome‘s chassis using
carrier holders allows removal from vehicle,
when not required.
Optional Cover
Cover protection for 2 bikes
or single scooter.
(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)

The chassis mounting does not require drilling
any holes into the rear of the motorhome
Includes:

Ideal for lightweight
scooters and motorcycles.

Loading Ramp, Handlebar Holding Kit, Wheel
Chocks, Securing Lashings and Vehicle Specific
Electrics Kit.

Protective cover for bicycles
The rugged, cost-effective protective cover is
made of polyester fabric. It is available for 2
bicycles or 1 scooter.
The transparent pouch provides the best spot
for any required warning signs. Straps for
tightening are secured in the towing rings.

Secure
Holding kit for secure
transport.

110
kg

Secure
4 lashing eyes help
you tighten scooters or
motorcycles securely.
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Pro Fold for bicycles and electric bikes

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

Pro Fold Equipment

Ready for anything

Bicycle protective cover

The bicycle carrier from Liberco transports
both electric bicycles as well as standard
bicycles.

The fully enclosed cover provides effective
protection against dirt and prying eyes.

The design consists of a stable steel
base that is combined with elegant fittings
made from lightweight aluminium.
Carries up to 80kg.
Chassis mounted, no need for towbar.
Includes: Vehicle Specific Electrics Kit.

It consists of polyester fabric and a PVC fabric
covering that ensures protection from below.
The protective cover opens from right to left
using a zipper. The stitched on transparent
pouch provides the perfect spot for warning
signs required in some countries.
A set of 4 stitched on loops allow straps
to secure your cargo and 4 eyelets on the
transparent pouch help you fix your straps in
place. The adjustable straps are approximately
3.8m long.

80
kg

Optional - Access ramp
An access ramp is the
ideal aid for handling
heavy electric bicycles.
The ramp simply inserts
into the respective rail
using two pins and is
ready for loading.

Optional Cover
Flexibility
Simply fold it up to free up
space.

Cover protection for 2 bikes.
(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)

Optional Expansion for one bike
You can transport up
to 3 bicycles with the
expansion for 1 bike.
The third bike can weigh
up to 15 kg.
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Carrier 110 R2 for bicycles

Carrier 110 R4 for bicycles

More capacity

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

110
kg

Carrier 110 R4 is ideally suited for
transporting your bicycles. Flexible
holding arms and straps secure the bikes
to the rails using tried and tested threepoint mounting.
Carries four bicycles. 110kg capacity.
Includes: Vehicle Specific Electrics Kit.

110
kg

Everything well in hand
Carrier 110 R2 is ideally suited for transporting
your bicycles. Flexible holding arms and straps
secure the bikes to the rails using tried and
tested three-point mounting.
Carries two bicycles. 110kg capacity.
Includes: Vehicle Specific Electrics Kit.

Protective cover for bicycles

Optional Cover

Optional Cover

Cover protection for 2 bikes
or single scooter.

Cover protection for 2 bikes
or single scooter.

(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)

(Note: straps and signs are
optional extras)
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The rugged, cost-effective protective cover is
made of polyester fabric. It is available for 2
bicycles or 1 scooter.
The transparent pouch provides the best spot
for any required warning signs. Straps for
tightening are secured in the towing rings.
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Socorro for scooters, bicycles and much more

Socorro for scooters, bicycles and much more

Multiple uses...
The Socorro offers a platform
base, allowing for a multitude
of uses. Motorcycles, bicycles,
storage and much, much more.
Giving you a carrying
capacity of 150kg.
Cargo securing
Tie down your scooter and
other luggage using the
eyelets.

Includes: Vehicle Specific
Electrics Kit.

150
kg

Secure
Additional holding kit for
secure transport.

Brilliant
Simply hook in and load
up the optional ramp.

Optional load ramp for
two-wheeled transport
You can conveniently load
your two-wheeled vehicle
with the optional ramp. Hook
the ramp in and drive up or
down it.
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Socorro A500 for scooters, bicycles and much more

Secure
The optional holding kit II
helps you secure scooters
or motorcycles.

Socorro A500 for scooters, bicycles and much more

Socorro A500

Got a towbar? No problem!

Designed specifically for vans, its innovative
extension system ensures that both rear doors
can be opened completely even when loaded
with cargo.

The Socorro A500 can be removed
completely if necessary, with an assortment
of safety devices providing protection against
incorrect handling.

Fits:
Fiat Ducato 2006 onwards
Peugeot Boxer 2006 onwards
Citreon Jumper 2006 onwards
Includes: Vehicle Specific Electrics Kit.

Cargo securing
Four eyelets provide the
perfect means of tying
down cargo. The eyelets
are included in standard
delivery.
1. Let’s get started

2. Pull out the carrier

3. Open both rear doors!

Even with a load of 130kg!

Brilliant
Simply hook in and load
up the optional ramp.
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The increase in design
The TowBox® BoX V2 transport system easily
attaches to the towbar via a quick-release
fastener for providing quick and convenient
transportation. This handy box has the perfect
place for your cargo.
Sports equipment, suitcases, prams, etc.
can all be transported conveniently without
restricting the space inside of the vehicle.

The rear box, including basic carrier, is
equipped with a rolling mechanism that makes
mounting and removal significantly because
no carrying is required. The lockable quickrelease fastener can be operated easily and
securely. The rear carrier can be folded
down easily using the integrated extension
mechanism. This usually also provides
access to the boot for loading.

Secure
Additional storage solution,
which attaches to towbar.

Towbar Mounted:
Rear carrier storage system assembly including
the rear box (with two covers that open to the
side), including a 13-pin illumination unit.
The box has an internal volume of approximately
390 litres. The rear box is made of high quality
polyethylene (average density) and is very
resistant and easy to clean as a result.
The maximum load capacity is 66kg, the box
itself weighs approximately 26kg.

Internal Dimensions
485 x 520 x 1100mm (at entry point)
Includes:
Divider to seperate into two compartments.
Fold down roller wheels allow for easy
manovering, when off the vehicle.
Slide forward and tilt facility for boot access.
Locks onto towbar. Fully lockable access doors.
Easy clamp mechanism, fits any 50mm towball.
Available in white/grey or black.
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Vanstar two bicycle carrier

Shorty Scooter/MP3 Trailer

Mounts directly onto the
vehicle chassis, no need for
a towbar!

Optional
Storage box, spare wheel &
carrier and stability leg.

160
kg

60
kg

Mobile security
Ideal solution...
This makes it an ideal carrier for E-bikes, as it is fitted on
knee height and there is no need for lifting the bikes high
onto the carrier. The bike carrier swings away to the right
hand side of the vehicle which allows both the rear doors to
be opened simultaneously. This allows you easy access to
the rear stowing compartments of your vehicle.
If not used, the bike carrier can be folded up to save you
space in your garage or anywhere else. It can also easily be
dismantled due to the way it’s fitted onto the chassis. The
carrier is delivered as a complete kit for transporting two
(electrical) bikes and a light bar with with a 13-pin Jaeger
plug and bike arms are included.

The solution to the obesity of your camper.
The Shorty trailer is easy to use by its small
dimensions. With the scooter on it, it is easy to
maneuver in the garage or on the campsite.
Perfect for heavier scooters or motorcycles,
without increase on camper axle payload.
The Shorty comes complete with mounting
hardware for a single scooter, wheelfix and
ramp.
Finished in Galvanized steel.
Available options: 250kg or 160kg capacity.

The bike carrier is constructed from (powdercoated) steel
arms and aluminium parts and has a maximum payload of
60kg, the overhang is about 70cm, folded only 30cm when
not in use, the overall width is 185cm. The vehicle-specific
cable with socket is not included and must be ordered
separately.
Fits:
VW T5/T6
Fiat Ducato
Peugeot Boxer
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250
kg
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Ask about our full range of services

Towbars

Skid Wheels

Corner Steadies

Towcar A-Frames

Local Dealer:

LNB Towbars & Vehicle Extras Limited, Unit 7/8, Fairway Ind. Centre,
Golf Course Lane, Filton, Bristol BS34 7QS
Telephone 0117 9694955 www.LNBLeisure.co.uk

